
 

10 benefits of extending your business to 
the cloud 
 

 
 
Today, 95 percent of businesses already use the cloud and more than half have chosen to 
adopt a hybrid cloud model.  
 
For example, Gatwick Airport work with Solidsoft to fuse on-premise and Azure cloud 
technologies, integrating data so that everyone who needed access to real-time data 
updates could access them, all from one source. 
 
This white paper outlines 10 key benefits of extending your data, and consequently your 
business, to the cloud in this way. 
 

1.  Integration 
The number of businesses adopting Microsoft Azure grew by a quarter throughout 2017, 
but many businesses have decided to only partially transition to the cloud, keeping data on-
premises too.  
 
Although SaaS (Software as a Service) applications are becoming the norm across 
businesses, there’s a new service that is making headway: iPaaS (Integration Platform as a 
Service). CIOs are using iPaaS to extend the reach of existing integration technologies into 
the cloud, merging the cloud with applications, data, and processes that are already on-
premises. 
 
iPaaS offers seamless flexibility between on-premise applications and cloud computing. 
Tools like Microsoft’s BizTalk Server and Azure fuse data stored both on legacy 
infrastructure and the cloud, giving you complete integration between the two. 
 

https://www.rightscale.com/blog/cloud-industry-insights/cloud-computing-trends-2017-state-cloud-survey#hybrid-cloud
http://www.reply.com/solidsoft-reply/en/#/solidsoft-reply/en/content/superior-passenger-experience-for-london-gatwick
http://www.marketwired.com/press-release/rightscale-2017-state-of-the-cloud-report-uncovers-cloud-adoption-trends-2196195.htm
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/overview/what-is-saas/
http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/information-platform-as-a-service-ipaas/
http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/information-platform-as-a-service-ipaas/


 

2. Delegation 
By using a partner to extend your data to the cloud, you can let them take care of your API 
management, reducing your workload and increasing your business’s data transparency. 
Get easier access to your data and business processes without worrying about back-end 
management. You can leave that to your IT partner. 
 
One example is Azure’s Service Bus Event Hub. This application lets you stream millions of 
events every second and uses features like Events Hub Capture to ingest massive amounts 
of analysable data directly to the cloud, all from multiple sources. But, because Azure takes 
care of your API management, you’re free to concentrate on data analysis. 
 

3. Modernisation 
Extending your data integrations to the cloud allows your employees to take greater control 
over their working practices. At present, more than 67 percent of workers use their own 
devices in the workplace and by 2020, 70 percent of organisations are expected to adopt 
flexible working practices. This means that applications must securely cater to employee 
independence, seamlessly working across multiple devices from multiple locations. 
 
By extending your data integrations to the cloud, you can harness the necessary 
applications that help your employees be more innovative, efficient and productive. 
 

4. Analysis 
Extending your data integration to the cloud gives you access to an abundance of useful 
Azure features like Azure Logic Apps and Event Grid. These products let you visually create 
and automate key business processes and connect with more than 100 cloud and on-
premise applications. They also allow you to build reactive, event-driven applications with a 
managed event routing service. 
 
Other benefits include Azure’s Cognitive Services and machine learning applications such as 
Power BI, which lets you turn insight into action by supplying your business with easy-to-
analyse reports and interactive data visualisations. By turning data into insight, these tools 
can help businesses make smarter decisions.  
 

5. Scalability 
90 percent of rapidly-growing companies believe that cloud technology enables them to 
grow and scale faster than would have otherwise been possible, according to a Deloitte 
study.  
 
Today, scaling on-premises infrastructure is a costly exercise. To be able to scale effectively 
on legacy infrastructure, you must purchase more servers to store more data on, regardless 
of whether you’re using all that space. 
 
By extending your existing data integrations to the cloud, your data storage directly 
correlates to your business’s demand. A cloud-based licensing model means your business 
can increase and decrease its capability as it sees fit, paying only for what is used and no 
more. 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/event-hubs/
https://www.insight.com/en_US/learn/content/2017/01182017-byod-statistics-provide-snapshot-of-future.html
http://www2.cipd.co.uk/pm/peoplemanagement/b/weblog/archive/2016/02/26/flexible-working-will-be-main-option-for-most-employers-by-2020-says-report.aspx
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/logic-apps/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/event-grid/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/details/cognitive-services/?wt.mc_id=AID_SEM_zH6zA70Q
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/power-bi-embedded/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/global/Documents/Technology-Media-Telecommunications/gx-tmt-small-business-big-technology.pdf
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/?wt.mc_id=AID_SEM_zH6zA70Q


 

 

6. You don’t have to go ‘all in’ when integrating to the cloud 
For a large enterprise, the thought of transitioning from on-premises to the cloud can seem 
daunting. Many businesses operate solely on legacy infrastructure, and the thought of the 
cloud can put them off completely. But, using the cloud doesn’t mean you must commit to 
that way of life. 
 
By extending your business to the cloud and deploying integration solutions like Azure Logic 
Apps, you can effortlessly integrate your on-premises capabilities with the capabilities you 
plan to launch using cloud applications. This gives you greater control and transparency over 
your entire business process. 
 

7. Flexibility 
You have flexibility over what data and processes you want to extend, too. In areas where 
you need to conduct rapid improvements, you can quickly test, develop and launch 
applications straight on the cloud, knowing that most of your capabilities are still on-
premises.  
 
Customer-facing applications are just one example. By extending these processes to the 
cloud, you’re able to keep up with competitive changes without waiting that your business 
is falling behind.  
 

8. Acceleration 
Developing and deploying new applications quickly is important for companies that want to 
innovate and differentiate themselves. Microsoft Azure can dramatically reduce your time-
to-market for new services and help integrate data from legacy, on-premise systems. Cloud 
applications allow companies to deploy directly to the cloud and make iterative updates as 
they go, constantly improving their service. 
As a result, businesses are becoming more agile. They provide solutions to their customers 
at a faster rate and with increased quality, increasing their competitive edge. 
 

9. Efficiency 
Physical servers are costly, and businesses often find themselves paying for capabilities they 
don’t use. But, by extending business to the cloud, you can reduce infrastructure costs and 
improve your company’s profitability by adopting a licence-based model. 
 
Companies that use Azure can reduce costs by up to 72 percent by paying for what they use, 
and only what they use. In addition to this, maintaining and updating servers becomes 
obsolete, drastically reducing IT costs.  
 

10.  Reliability 
90 percent of companies have experienced unexpected downtime. This can be expensive – 
cutting productivity, threatening critical services and affecting customers.  
 

https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/?wt.mc_id=AID_SEM_zH6zA70Q
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/pricing/reserved-vm-instances/
http://www.adweek.com/digital/90-percent-companies-experienced-unexpected-downtime-infographic/


 

Extending your business to the cloud, then, lets you take advantage of built-in technology to 
improve resilience, uptime and disaster recovery, making them more reliable than legacy 
capabilities. The result is less downtime and higher . productivity. 
 
This not only ensures your employees have the right tools to get the job done, but also 
reduces your chances of experiencing IT downtime, meaning no matter what, your 
employees can crack on, and fast. 
 

The best of both worlds 
Traditional data integration still has its value in the workplace, and physical servers will 
continue to live on. However, modern working practices are calling for an increased use of 
collaborative, transparent cloud technologies. 
 
By investing in cloud technology, your business can benefit from cost reductions, business 
agility and faster acceleration-to-market without needing to be entirely cloud-ready.  
 
‘Line-of-business leaders everywhere are using applications from the cloud and paying for 
them like they would a magazine subscription,’ explains Daryl Plummer, VP at Gartner. 
‘When the service is no longer required, they can cancel that subscription with no 
equipment left unused in the corner.’ 
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